
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Next generation of GO-FIND Series Metal 
Detectors 

Mawson Lakes, South Australia, April 3, 2018 – 

Minelab is pleased to announce the release of our next generation GO-FIND Series Metal 
Detectors, building upon the success of our first products designed for the outdoor recreational 

enthusiast and novice detectorist.  

 

Three new models are now available – the GO-FIND 22, 44 and 66, which will replace the GO-FIND 
20, 40, and 60 models. New GO-FIND Series models have been designed with increased sensitivity 
so that targets can be identified at greater depth when compared to the original GO-FIND Series 
models. The new models are constructed using the same proven collapsible, lightweight platform 
and feature the same easy-to-use consumer interface which the original GO-FIND Series 

successfully brought to market in 2015. 
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All 3 new GO-FIND Series models will ship with 2 protection skins so that you can customise and 

protect your detector according to your visual preference.  

 

New GO-FIND Series models feature proprietary Minelab VFLEX digital electronics to enhance 
standard single frequency VLF detection technology. 

Discover more at go-find.minelab.com. 

Watch the new GO-FIND Series introduction video here. 

About Minelab:  

Minelab is an Australian-built, multi-award winning business that has successfully scaled world 

markets to command global leadership in its key areas of operation. Based in Mawson Lakes, 

South Australia with regional offices in Chicago, U.S, and Dubai, U.A.E, the company specializes in 

advanced electronic technologies. Since its origins in 1985 Minelab has been the world leader in 

providing metal detecting technologies for consumer, humanitarian demining and military needs. 

Through devotion to research and development and innovative design, Minelab is today a major 

world manufacturer of hand-held metal detector products. Over the past 30 years, Minelab has 

introduced more innovative and practical technology than any of its competitors and has taken the 

metal detecting industry to new levels of excellence. Minelab is a Codan Limited company (ASX: 

“CDA”). 
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https://go-find.minelab.com/en/
https://youtu.be/iaAitvkW6SA?utm_source=Minelab%20website&utm_medium=Video&utm_campaign=GO-FIND%20Announcement

